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I. Introduction
The relationship between "molecular structure and reactivity is one of the central problems of chemistry. It may be divided into two parts.
Qualitative questions about reactivity tend to focus on whether a reaction path exists that can take reactant R to product P. principles such as orbital
. " 1 symmetry can be applied to answer these questions. If a path exists for a given type of reaction, we may then be interested in its quantitative aspects; e.g., the extent to which the reaction proceeds. An important component of this second part is the relationship between the structures of the reactant and the product and the equilibrium constant for the rapid reversible reaction
R~P
(1)
In this paper we shall investigate the way in which a relatively new experimental parameter--the shift in core-level binding energy--can be related to certain reactions of the above type, particularly those involving gain or loss of hydrogen ions. In making the analogy between the core-level ionization reaction + A ~ A (core-level hole) + e (2) and the ionization processes we shall find it useful to generalize further the Lewis concept of an acid as an electron acceptor and a base as an electron donor, to include core orbitals.
By applying principles that have emerged from the theory of core-level shifts, we shall attempt to show how insight can be gained into the.relative importance for acid-base reactions of inductive (initial-state) effects and polarization (final-state) effects.
Oxygen Is binding energies of several simple alcohols were measured in the gas phase to test the ideas developed in this paper. These results are presented in Section II. They are compared with proton affinities in Section III.
The Lewis basicity concept is extended to include core-level binding-energy shifts in Section IV. Acidities in solution are discussed briefly in Section V.
.:
II. The O(ls) Shifts in Alcohols
Relative core-level binding energies of the oxygen Is orbital were measured for isopropyl and t-butyl alcohols in the gas phase, using the Berkeley Iron-Free Spectrometer. These were combined with previously reported 3 4 values for methanol and ethanol. The experimental techniques have been described earlier. cThiswork.
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III. Comparison with Proton Affinities
In this section we discuss the relation between core-level binding energy shifts and acidity. The two subjects are first treated separately, with emphasis on the distinction between inductive and polarization effects.
In photoemission from the oxygen Is orbital of an alcohol, Table I . Relaxation effects can be taken into account by using another method based on CNDOorbitals, the Relaxation Potential Model (RPM) 9 approach. RPM values of ~EB{O Is), also given in Table I , show much better agreement with experiment than do the GPM estimates. In particular the trend is correctly predicted.
To express the above discussion in chemical terms, the O{ls) photoemission process in equation 4 can be split into two hypothetical reactions. In the first an O(ls} electron is removed but the orbitals d9 not relax and the alcohol goes to an imaginary unrelaxed intermediate state in which the oxygen atom has an additional charge of +1:
Shifts in the energy of this "reaction" are inductive shifts. In the second step the remaining electronic charge distribution relaxes to screen the positive hole, carrying the molecule into its actual final state, 
the heat of this reaction would be luI = !lEB (0 Is) •. Neglecting entropy effects the equilibrium constant would be given by
.
!lEB/kT
K~e TUrning now to the relative acidities of these alcohols, let us make an analysis analogous to that given above. Note that gas-phase acidities are of interest here. This distinction is important (10) because the order of the relative acidities of these alcohols is reversed between aqueous solution and the gas phase, with H 2 0 being most acidic in the former and least in the latter.lO,ll In relating gas-phase acidities to binding-energy shifts in the following discussion we shall employ ideas that may be useful for understanding the solvent-reversal effect, to which we shall.
return in Section v.
In the gas phase the acid dissociation equilibrium for. an alcohol
. ;
, -9-LBL-2341 is influenced by both inductive and polarization effects. In the case of alcohols, variations in the inductive effect throughout a series of molecules would be expressed as a variation in the 0 -H bond strength. As Brauman and 11 Blair have.pointed out, however, the 0 -H bond strength is essentially constant at 104 kcal/mole for all the simple alcohols: thus variations in their acidities arise mainly from variations in the electron affinities (EA) of the alkoxyl radicals. This electron-affinity variation would in turn arise largely through differences in the alkoxyl radicals' abilities to stabilize an additional negative charge. Since this "stabilization" process is very similar to equation 8, but for a negat.ive charge, it seems reasonable to expect the variations in energy of.these two "relaxation" processes to be closely related. We therefore predict the acid constants of two of these simple alcohols to be approximately given by (12) where ~EA = EA!2) -'EA(l) and similarly for ~ER and~EB. The EB(O Is) in Table I would therefore predict a range of approximately 1.6 eV in·the electron affinities of the respective alkoxyl radicals. Unfortunately there are not enough electronaffinity data available to test this prediction at present.
Gas"'"phase proton-attachment reactions provide an even better quantity to COIDpare with ~R(O Is) in simple alcohols--the proton affinity, PA. Thus the reaction
is very similar to equation 4. In both cases the alcohol must .accommodate to the appearance of a highly-localized positive charge on or near the oxygen: an (RR'R")COH + H+ -+ (RR'R")COH+ 2 (14) Here the product is written to indicate that the excess positive charge is localized + on the proton, and E(H ) would be a "rigid~molecule" proton dissociation I energy. In the second hypothetical step the electronic charge in the alcohol relaxes to shield the added positive charge, and the excess "charge ,is (16) .. Before seeking to generalize the above result we must issue a caveat.
The confirmation of equation 18 in figure 1 does not guarantee that the above argument is completely correct. In particular it does not imply that the -12- 
If in going from one alcohol to another the oxygen becomes more negative, for example, then€(ls), which is always negative for bound states, will increase, thereby decreasing E (0 Is). The "rigid molecule" (inductive) contribution to B .
the proton affinity, E (H +) ~ .. will of course increase, as will PA, and -~ (PA) will also be negative. Thus inductive effects as well as relaxation effects would shift -~PA and ~EB similarly, and equation 18 would still tend to hold.
From the above reasoning we can make, as a first step toward generalizing,.
the rather tentative suggestion that proton affinities and core-level binding- given approximately by the relative relaxation energy, which has been calculated for the alcohol (Table I , using L'lER = L'lEB{GPM) -L'lEB{RPM) and the amines (Table III of 
This relationship actually holds surprisingly well, as shown in figure 3 , especially for the carbon-containing molecules in each group. This good agreement 
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